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	This outstanding volume provides an up-to-date overview of the advances in our knowledge of harmful cyanobacteria. An essential reference for all scientists and environmental professionals interested in cyanobacterial ecology and water management.
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The Service-Oriented Media Enterprise: SOA, BPM, and Web Services in Professional Media Systems (Focal Press Media Technology Professional)Focal Press, 2008
Companies worldwide are rapidly adopting Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), a design methodology used to connect systems as services, and Business Process Management (BPM), the art of orchestrating these services. Media organizations from news organizations to music and media download services to movie studios are adapting to SOA-style...
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Handbook of Technical WritingSt Martin Press, 2008

	
		More than just a guide, the Handbook of Technical Writing places writing in a real-world context with quick access to hundreds of technical writing topics and scores of sample documents and visuals. Its dedicated author team — with decades of combined academic and professional experience — has created a...
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Information Resources Management: Global ChallengesIGI Global, 2007
The recent surge of technology outsourcing has intensified the cross-cultural effects of information systems designs and constructions, as well as the potential shortage of suitable information specialists at strategic locations. Millions of dollars of investments in information systems are at risk of being underutilized or rejected by users for...
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Content Marketing: Think Like a Publisher - How to Use Content to Market Online and in Social Media (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	If you have a website, a blog, or even a Facebook or Twitter presence, you are a publisher. Think like one: build a digital content strategy that embraces words, images and multimedia to systematically enhance consumer engagement and conversion rates. In Content Marketing, world-renowned digital content expert Rebecca Lieb offers all...
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A Hetero-functional Graph Theory for Modeling Interdependent Smart City InfrastructureSpringer, 2018

	
		Cities have always played a prominent role in the prosperity of civilization.   Indeed, every great civilization we can think of is associated with the prominence of one or more thriving cities.   And so understanding cities -- their inhabitants, their institutions, their infrastructure -- what they are and how...
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Photographing Yosemite Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	I am excited to share my photographic knowledge of Yosemite National Park with
	all who seek it. In this book, I guide you to 29 of Yosemite’s most photogenic locations
	in alphabetical order. For each location, I tell you where the landmark is
	located, where to get the best image, when to get the best image, and what
	equipment...
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